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Our art education

Graphic designers graduating from our art department have been given such visual and
drawing culture that allow them to creatively solve professional problems according to
nowadays standards as well as the client’s aesthetic requirements in the most demanding way.
Our students are up to date in the disciplines of graphic design and are able to apply their
wide range of knowledge next to the traditional printing technologies.
They are able to create new, practical products and are proficient in the usual demands such as
the creation of business cards, image designs, invitations, advertisements, posters,
illustrations.
The usage of the most cutting edge professional solutions is of exceptional importance for us,
especially on the fields of digital photography, 3D modelling, picture animation and
multimedia.
Our graduates – thanks to the knowledge and preparedness gained here – can work on fields
like press and advertisement, television, internet, animated filmmaking, print and packaging
industry. They can also solve tasks like designing-drawing, photo-assisting, webdesign
independently.

Our school-based professional training:
During the high number of school-based lessons and the creation of smaller groups we give
our students the opportunity to evaluate their talent and improve their abilities intennsively
with art teacher guidance. The results are speaking for themselves: our students participated
with great successes in national academic competitions and tenders. We also provide a
complex pre-training for those who are continuing their studies to the higher art education.

Adult training:
Photoshop course
Students learn the usage of the Adobe Photoshop photo editing
software. Through practical examples they get to know the tools of
the software, gain practice in photo retouching, in the proper usage
of masks, filters and color-correction, in sharpening pixelgrahical
images and in the creation of digital photo-montages.

Digital photography
Our education hands over the knowledges of modern digital
photography with modern technical equipments. During the practical
sessions our students can also try out these equipments. The various
theoretical lessons and the overwiev of photography history give an
additional help in getting to know the mysteries of phtography and in
the usage of the differet techniques.
3D modelling and animation
Students learn 3D modelling, texturing and in the application of
animations. They can practice the usage of the Autodesk Maya 3D
software and get to know the tools of the software through practical
examples.
Autodesk Maya is one of the most current tool of 3D animation, it is
used on the fields of animation, game development, film post-production.

Presentation of our art-specialized classrooms

Our art-specialized classrooms
(2 computer rooms, 3 graphic-specialized rooms)
Number of computers per classroom: 14
Workstations’ hardware specifications:
- Intel i3 CPU
- 4 GB RAM
- 500 GB HDD
- 1 GB-os Videocard
- 22” LCD display
- Vacom digital tablet
Workstations’ software-components:
- MS-Windows 7
- MS Office 2003, 2007, 2010
- CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X6
- Corel Painter 12
- Autodesk Maya 2013
- Autodesk 3ds Max
- Adobe Master Collection Cs3

Iskolánk a biztonságos Internetelérés biztosítása érdekében három (két ADSL és egy
For the sake of safe access to the Internet, our school posesses three (two ADSL and one
optical network based) separate broadband Internet connections.

